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Engine Maintenance, near Miami, FL



											
												
													I was experiencing a constant knocking noise in my car and decided to take it to the dealer for a diagnosis. To my shock, they quoted me an outrageous amount to repair the issue, which left me feeling frustrated and skeptical.  I decided to seek a second opinion and thankfully stumbled upon Affordable Auto Repair Miami.  The owner Neil was friendly, attentive, knowledgeable and most importantly, honest.

After carefully examining my car, he quickly identified the source of the knocking noise. To my relief, he informed me that it was a bent push rod causing the problem, and the repair could be done at a fraction of the cost quoted by the dealer. I couldn't believe my luck!  Not only did I save a significant amount of money by coming here, but they also went above and beyond by providing me with a useful recommendation to prevent future issues.  Neil took the time to explain everything in detail, ensuring I understood what was done and why it was necessary.

The repair was completed in a timely manner, and when I picked up my car, the knocking noise was completely gone, and I couldn't be happier with the results. The transparency and integrity displayed by this mechanic are truly commendable.  I highly recommend this shop to anyone in need of reliable and trustworthy automotive services. Neil and his team have earned my trust and loyalty, and I will undoubtedly be returning to them for any future car troubles.  I have already referred the shop to several of my friends.  Thank you for saving me from unnecessary expenses and providing exceptional service!




												


												Ezequiel Hernandez
, 12/04/2023
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													I've taken my vehicles to Neil for over ten years now. Between his honesty and high skill level, I just don't go anywhere else. Even when he is busy, I'd rather wait a day or two longer, to make sure everything is taken care of. Driving in South Florida is too important to take chances!

												


												Steve L.
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						We are currently on the lookout for the following:	
				
	Technicians



							click here
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						Get free Coupons


						Take advantage of these great offers!
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50% off regular price
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Call today at 305-594-0034 or come by the shop at 8288 NW 64th st, Miami, FL, 33166. Ask any car or truck owner in Miami who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Affordable Auto Repair.
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